EVENTS

ABOUT US
celebrating the culture and
cuisine of japan, brazil and peru
At SUSHISAMBA, every day is like Carnaval, brimming with brilliant colors, Latin
grooves and a dining room filled with SUSHISAMBA’s signature style and energy.
With breathtaking views of the City of London, this one-of-a-kind space –
located on the 38th and 39th floors – offers an ideal setting for events both
large and small.
At SUSHISAMBA, your event is our pleasure: corporate functions, team building,
sake, pisco, cachaça and wine tastings, sushi classes, charity events, rehearsal
dinners, wedding receptions and holiday parties. Whatever the celebration,
SUSHISAMBA will help you create an event unlike any other.
Time and time again, SUSHISAMBA has been lauded for inventive, fresh fare,
outstanding libations and a deep commitment to customer service. From our
sambatini-slinging bartenders to our flawless, highly informed waitstaff, you
and your guests will have a fantastic event not soon forgotten.
Beating at the heart of every SUSHISAMBA is a deep appreciation for enjoying
life with friends.

We welcome you... Bem-vindo!

THE VENUE
Located on the 38th and 39th floors of the City’s 40-story skyscraper at 110
Bishopsgate, SUSHISAMBA delivers a unique blend of Japanese, Brazilian
and Peruvian cuisine, culture, music and striking design to London.
Flanked by the two highest outdoor dining terraces in Europe, the venue
offers unparalleled views of London, from the Wembley arch to the West,
Olympic Park to the East, The Thames to the South and everything else
in-between. Two express scenic lifts transport guests from ground level to
SUSHISAMBA at 5 metres per second, taking entertaining in the Capital to
new heights.
In addition to the breathtaking sights, the dynamic layout of the space
offers an ideal setting for events both large and small. We are pleased to
accommodate private dining in the lounge for 40 guests and exclusive hire
of the venue for up to 470 guests.
What’s more, our sister restaurant Duck & Waffle, located on the 40th floor,
features the highest private dining room in the UK, accommodating 18
guests, while the main restaurant and bar can host events for 250 guests.
Combined with SUSHISAMBA, the capacity reaches 650 guests, becoming
one of the largest spaces for corporate entertaining and launch parties in
the City.

EVENTS
Our dedicated events team will work closely with you to design a bespoke event that best suits your needs and exceeds your expectations. Drawing
from their wealth of knowledge working for some of the Capitals most prolific venues, our team will enhance your event from sourcing and managing
entertainment, production and AV to selecting fresh flowers and festive décor, creating an unforgettable experience for you and your guests.

SUSHISAMBA RESTAURANT – 38TH FLOOR
As the largest of the spaces and certainly the most iconic, the main dining room features a
double-height ceiling with a distinctive hanging pendant lighting installation, giving a soft
warm glow to the space. Flanked by both the East and Tree terraces, the space features our
Sushi bar and Robata grill and creates an airy light space perfect for both seated events or
standing cocktail and canapé parties.
160

Seated

320

Cocktail

200

Theatre

EAST TERRACE – 38TH FLOOR
As the highest outdoor dining terrace in Europe, this space offers spectacular views of
the London skyline with casual lounge furniture and a bar, serving signtaure cocktails and
Champagne. It it ideal for networking events requiring the WOW factor, as it towers above our
neighbours offering a viewing platform like no other. The 39th Floor lounge and bar is reserved
as a back up in case of inclement weather.
40

Seated

120

Cocktail

TREE TERRACE – 38TH FLOOR
The Tree Terrace is at the very heart of the venue, featuring a beautiful bar with a 6m x 8m (26ft)
custom orange tree - a sculptural design that reinforces the restaurant’s earth-to-sky motif.
Guests will feel as though they are in a garden in the sky with the wood banquettes, outdoor
fire pit and casual seating.
Whilst the Tree Terrace can be enjoyed with exclusive use of the 38th Floor, it cannot be hired
on its own and operates on a first come, first served basis.

EVENTS
SUSHISAMBA LOUNGE - 39TH FLOOR
The mezzanine floor overlooks the spectacular dining room below, whilst offering a private
space for your event. Complete with a projector, screen and our in-house AV system, the
lounge is perfect for networking, business dining or special occasions. The space can be used
in a variety of settings either as a standing cocktail and canapé space up to 60 guests or for a
seated event up to 40 guests.
60

Cocktail

40

Seated

50

Theatre

150

Cocktail

EXCLUSIVE USE OF SUSHISAMBA – 38TH & 39TH FLOORS
Larger events can be accommodated across the 38th & 39th Floors with a capacity up to 470
guests. This creates the opportunity for event registration and badging space on the 39th
Floor, activities in the lounge and the main body of the event within the 38th Floor restaurant.
Connected via a sweeping staircase and with the mezzanine lounge overlooking the main
room, the two floors operate and feel as one.
470

Cocktail

DUCK & WAFFLE
Our sister restaurant Duck & Waffle on the 40th Floor can also accommodate a variety of events
and can be used independently for 250 guests or combined for an event across all three floors
with a capacity reaching 650 guests.
250

Cocktail

650

Cocktail

120

Seated

160

Theatre

ENTERTAINMENT
Our events feature only the best live entertainment, from DJ’s, shimmering Samba
dancers & drummers and some of the world’s greatest musicians. Whatever the
occasion, our team has a wealth of entertainment ideas to suit your style and budget.

SUSHI & SAKE 101
We offer a dynamic and spirited environment for private and semi-private Sushi &
Sake 101 events. Bringing together two of Japan’s most revered culinary traditions,
throughout the evening, you and your guests will enjoy many signature dishes and
sake pairings. With the guidance and expertise of our Executive Sushi Chef and Sake
Sommelier, master the art of making maki and tasting sake during a fun and educational
experience that showcases the best that SUSHISAMBA has to offer.

CUISINE
SUSHISAMBA’s menus offer an inventive culmination of three cuisines.
Guests are treated to Brazilian churrasco and moqueca, Peruvian anticuchos
and seviches, and Japanese tempura and sushi. The open kitchen and fiery
robata grill offer brilliantly roasted and flavored meats, vegetables and fish
that capture the restaurant’s culinary prowess. SUSHISAMBA’s conceptual
small-plate style of service encourages a “shared” dining experience for
guests during seated events and an exciting selection of signature canapés
for guests during receptions.

BEVERAGE
SUSHISAMBA offers an expansive list of freshly muddled signature
cocktails, such as the Nina Fresa®, Chucumber and Caipirinha,
exotic spirits such as shochu and cachaça, plus traditional
beverages, including wine, beer and Champagne. The restaurant
is proud to carry one of the largest premium sake selections in the
world, which is a perfect choice for any dish.

FLOOR PLAN 38TH FLOOR
MAIN RESTAURANT
160 SEATED
250 STANDING

EAST
TERRACE
40 SEATED
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TREE TERRACE

LIFTS

SUSHI BAR

TOTAL FLOOR CAPACITY
32O STANDING

FLOOR PLAN 39TH FLOOR
LOUNGE
40 SEATED
60 STANDING
39TH BAR
60 STANDING

TOTAL FLOOR CAPACITY
150 STANDING

CONTACT:
Events
email		

londonevents@sushisamba.com

phone		

0203 640 7340

Private Dining and Group Booking
email		

londongroups@sushisamba.com

phone		

0203 640 7314

WEBSITE: www.sushisamba.com
ADDRESS: 110 Bishopsgate, London, EC2N 4AY

